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Explore uncharted seas with roller coaster design. 
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The epicenter for conceptual roller coaster design. 

Orlando, FL

Voted Florida’s #1 summer camp for innovativeness.

thrilluniversity.com
@thrilluniversity

Welcome to

Voted Florida’s #1 summer camp for innovativeness.
See some of our students’ works from prior summers here:

Experience extravagant weekend field trips to Florida’s top 
thrill parks! See picutres from prior field trips here:

Where your dream roller 
coaster is born.
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The initial stage where roller 
coaster design always starts.

The stage where your roller coaster 
has been exported from NoLimits 2 
after being finalized and is ready to 

be 3D modeled and printed.

The part where you get to actually 
piece your roller coaster together 

with your very own hands!

The translational stage of transferring 
your ideas onto the computer using 

NoLimits 2 Roller Coaster Simulation and 
experiencing trial and error firsthand.

The gestational stage of your roller 
coaster where you get to witness its 

birth right here inside the womb which 
we call our state-of-the-art 3D printers.

Witness what you designed on the 
computer operate right in front of you!

BRAINSTORMING

MODELING

CONSTRUCTING

DESIGNING

PRINTING

OPERATING

Thrill University is a six-week long summer program based 
in Orlando, Florida centered around roller coaster design 
and mechanical engineering. Our program is specifically 

designed for young individuals who are not only 
passionate for roller coasters and theme parks, but also 

share that same passion for pursuing a degree in industrial 
design or mechanical engineering. It is our commitment 
to help transform our students’ visions into a reality, and 

with the help of our staff who specialize in design, physics, 
mechanical engineering and computer science, students 

are in for a learning experience of a lifetime. 

OUR MISSION
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BASIC ROLLER 
COASTER DESIGN

INTERMEDIATE ROLLER 
COASTER DESIGN

ADVANCED ROLLER 
COASTER DESIGN

Our course curriculum is run by elite instructors 
who specialize in physics, design and mechanical 

engineering, and computer science. Our courses range 
from basic roller coaster design to advanced scripting 
using NoLimits 2 Roller Coaster Simulation, along with 
3D modeling and printing. Our classrooms are the ideal 
environment for developing your roller coaster designs 

into a 3D printed functioning model.

OUR PROGRAMS
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PROMOTIONAL ASSETS POSTERS

DIGITAL PRESENCE WEBSITE

PROMOTIONAL ASSETS
ROLL FOLD BROCHURE

Thrill University is a six-week long in-person summer 
program based in Orlando, Florida that is centered around 
roller coaster design and mechanical engineering. Our 
program is specifically designed for young individuals 18+ 
who are not only passionate for roller coasters and theme 
parks, but also share that same passion for pursuing a 
degree in industrial, design or mechanical engineering. It 
is our commitment to help transform our students’ visions 
into a reality, and with the help of our staff who specialize 
in design, physics, mechanical engineering and computer 
science, students are in for a learning experience of a 
lifetime.

Our course curriculum ranges from basic roller coaster 
design all the way to advanced scripting using NoLimits 
2 Roller Coaster Simulation, along with the addition of 3D 
modeling and printing. We even have arranged field trips 
every other Saturday to three of Florida’s exquisite thrill 
parks – Universal Studios’ Islands of Adventure, SeaWorld 
Orlando, and Busch Gardens Tampa – with behind the 
scenes tours included!
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